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0. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Executive Summary selects the key aspects and status of major items of the monitoring 
reporting period, and does not claim to provide a complete picture of the details given in this Social 
Safeguard Monitoring Report (SSMR). 

Chapter 1 - Introduction 

This SSMR has its focus on preparatory construction works along the access roads, camp site, 
sub-station as well as reservoir and dam area of the pre-construction phase, as they required high 
attention during this 1st half year of 2017 combined with the efforts of THL to achieve progress on 
land acquisition and compensation, which is partly a precondition for the Project’s construction 
phase. 

The Tanahu Hydropower Project (THP or the “Project”) site is situated 150 km west of Kathmandu 
on Seti River near Damauli the district capital of Tanahu district in Gandaki Zone of the Province 
4 of Nepal. The Project is a storage type hydropower project with a rated capacity of 140 MW, 
with estimated average annual energy generation of 587.7 GWh (Years 1–10) and 489.9 GWh 
(Year 11 onwards). The Project is designed to provide stable power supply to the Nepalese grid. 
The main activities of the project include (i) Construction of 140MW Hydropower Plant with a 
140 m high concrete gravity dam with a crest length of 175 m including a reservoir with a total 
surface area of 7.26 square km, (ii) Transmission line of 220 kV, double circuit and 37 km long 
from, (iii) Rural electrification in the project area by Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA).   

The Resettlement and Indigenous People Plan (RIPP) dates back to 2012 as part of the PPTA 
indicating that the Project will require 112 ha private land for construction of access road, camp 
site and reservoir area, leading to a total of 758 affected households (AHs) with 86 AHs 
permanently displaced including non-titleholder families. 

Tanahu Hydropower Limited (THL) is a subsidiary company of Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA) 
established in 2012 to develop the 140 MW producing THP (formerly, Upper Seti Hydropower 
Project). THL has established an Environment and Social Management Unit (ESMU) to 
coordinate overall environmental and social safeguards activities of the Project including planning, 
preparation, implementation and monitoring of social safeguards activities. ESMU has recruited 
two additional staff for communication and sociology, and contracted also one sociologist as 
bridging expert during the reporting period. The Project Supervision Consultant (PSC) continues 
is cooperation with THL. Finally, an Environmental and Social Management Service Provider 
(ESMSP) Management will complete this set-up probably during the 1st half of the year 2018, 
depending on the ongoing preparation of tendering this service.  

Chapter 2 - Project Status 

The Project’s history starts in 1999 with first studies followed by a PPTA and in parallel 
engineering design and tender document preparation until 2015. The loan agreement between 
the Government of Nepal and Asian Development Bank was signed on 22 April 2013 and became 
effective on 29 August 2014. Therefore the first date can be taken as the start of the ongoing pre-
construction phase, which is approaching its completion in 2018, as the Project is at the stage of 
evaluation of bids submitted by prequalified contractors, before contract negotiation can start and 
a contractor be mobilized during first half of 2018. A detailed schedule of Project overall activities 
and specific LARC activities will be provided in the next SSMR, taking then the content of a Draft 
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Updated RIPP (Pre-Construction Phase) into account, and therefore avoiding duplication of work 
in this topic.  

The monitoring & evaluation (M&E) activities of THL during the reporting period included 
(i) internal monitoring performed by ESMU mainly related to acquisition of private assets and 
compensation to AHs of the reservoir area, and (ii) external monitoring through the independent 
NGO “Rural Empowerment Society Damauli Tanahun Nepal (RESDTN)” on compensation 
payment verification and applied procedures both concerning the access road and camp area. 

Chapter 3 - Monitoring and Evaluation 

The social safeguard related Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) of this report distinguishes 
between (I) performance monitoring, (II) compliance monitoring, and (III) impact and mitigation 
monitoring. This will allow documenting social safeguard aspects in a structured and transparent 
manner. 

The Performing Status of the Project made significant progress on the following items: 

• PRE-CONSTRUCTION WOKS: The pre-construction works are at different completion levels. 
The two access roads with a total length of 5.5 km have achieved about 70%. Concerning 
the camp site the completion level is at 35%. About 87% of the construction work for the sub-
station 33/11KV has been managed. 

• PAYMENT OF COMPENSATION: Based on the recommendation made by sub-committee 
(formed by Compensation Determination Committee (CDC) for its support), CDC of Tanahu 
District fixed the compensation rate of land in the reservoir area on 7 February 2017. 
According to the sub-committee’s report, 62 ha (1186 Ropani) of land of 336 AHs need to be 
acquired within the reservoir area. For (i) 54 cases of additional assistance for displaced 
people, (ii) 11 cases of extra allowance for non-titleholder (landless AHs), (iii) 49 cases of 
Compensation for structures (primary) and sub-structures (secondary), (iv) for 74 cases of 
compensation for trees, and (v) 315 cases for compensation for land, a total NRs 
441,504,685.16 equivalent to rounded $4,228,952 has been paid to 503 cases including 
those AHs who might have been in more than only one of the 5 categories. Other support for 
vulnerable and/or indigenous people are depending on the results of the ongoing socio-
economic census of the AHs.  

• AFFECTED HOUSEHOLDS (AHS) AND FURTHER PAYMENTS: The access roads, THL camp, and 
sub-station are completed with remaining support for vulnerable and indigenous people. 
Concerning the reservoir area, the determination of the compensation calculation has been 
completed with ongoing payments, also excluding support for vulnerable and indigenous 
people which can be initiated after the results of the socio-economic census will be available 
1st quarter 2018. For most of the further access roads and both site installation and deposit 
areas, final land requirements will have to be decided at the beginning stage of the 
construction phase depending mainly on proposed designs of the contractor. Others will be 
managed by THL as pre-construction related land requirements. 

• INCOME RESTORATION AND REHABILITATION: This component is at its very early starting point 
with a first initial step through the preparation of a first vocational training for 60 AHs, which 
is scheduled to start during the 4th quarter 2017. The Rural Training Centre (RCT), a training 
wing of the Council for Technical Education and Vocational Training (CTEVT) Bhimad, to 
submit technical and financial proposals for conducting certified level-1 skill development 
training to affected peoples (APs) on (i) building electricity, (ii) masonry, (iii) plumbing, (iv) off-
season vegetable production; and (v) community livestock assistance.  
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• CURRENT LIVELIHOOD SITUATIONS: It should be noted that no AH had experienced a forced 
loss of income, access to income sources or other sources of their livelihood, as they were 
permitted to use their compensated assets as long as possible until actual use of the acquired 
land by the Project along the access road and camp site. This also applies to a much bigger 
scale to AHs in the reservoir area, where the APs can use the land, houses and trees, for 
which they received already their preferred in-cash compensation, over the coming years in 
agreement with THL, so that there is no immediate adverse impacts on their livelihood. Thus, 
AHs have actually and individual flexibility how and when to react on the known impacts and 
changes. 

• CONSTRUCTION PHASE ACTIVITIES: Nothing to report 

(I) The Project has a required Compliance Status which can be highlighted as follows: 

• LEGAL AND POLICY REQUIREMENTS: The Project applies Nepali laws and follows ADB 
regulations as described in the Project’s Resettlement Framework and detailed in the RIPP. 
The eligibility and entitlement criteria will not be changed during the implementation of the 
Project, only in case of changes of Nepali laws. This means that the covenants to the 
financing agreement with ADB are complied by THL. 

• RESETTLEMENT PLANNING REQUIREMENTS: THL follows strictly the compensation and 
mitigation measures s outlined in the RIPP. This will be verified through the Draft Updated 
RIPP Pre-Construction Phase to be finalized in the 1st quarter 2018. ESMU has drafted 
preliminary thematic areas for resettlement planning to put the ongoing resettlement activities 
in a wider guiding perspective. However this requires a more detailed review. 

• DUE DILIGENCE OF COMPENSATION: THL engaged the NGO “Rural Empowerment Society 
Demauli Tanahu Nepal” during the reporting period to verify the undertaken payment and 
receipt process for the camp site and access roads, for which 15 hectares of land were 
acquired, of which 7.5 hectares were owned and/or used by 150 AHs. For loss of assets and 
related allowances payments were completed. Vulnerable allowance will be provided based 
on a vulnerability assessment expected in the 1st quarter 2018. Several rounds of 
communications and consultations took place indicating that the compensation payment to 
the APs have been in accordance with the ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) and 
Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples Plan (RIPP), among other relevant safeguard 
documents of the Project. The due diligence report confirmed that not only the formal 
procedures were correctly applied, but that besides transparent grievance redress 
procedures as defined in the Land Acquisition Act 2034 (1977), also the consultation took 
place in public meetings, and each Ah actively participated with the Project certainly during 
Detailed Measurement Surveys and the Determination of compensation rates and amounts. 
It is expected that ADB will approve the Due Diligence report at a final stage during 2nd half 
of 2017, and that ADB will prepare the issuance of procurement contract summary sheet to 
reimburse THL the used compensation amount.   

(II) The Project’s Status on Impacts and Mitigation Measures can be described as follows: 

• COLLECTION DATA AND INFORMATION: This is the basis for the Project to know what effects the 
various activities have during implementation. These impacts are mostly determined by 
comparing information with that of the pre-project situation. Where this existing information is 
not readily available, either specific surveys have and will be undertaken and secondary data 
are to be collected in order for more rational planning to be done. Initial thematic areas served 
as an orientation at the preparation of this SSMR, but it will requires the results and findings 
from the ongoing socio-economic census of the AHs. In addition it will require a detailed 
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review during the preparation of a sound M&E approach by ESMSP in cooperation with 
ESMU and guiding support by PSC. 

• SOCIO-ECONOMIC CENSUS: The tools for the socio-economic census of AHs have jointly been 
prepared by ESMU, its contracted specialists and the Nepal Resident Mission of ADB. This 
currently conducted survey of AHs will update the survey of AHs conducted in 2011/12 during 
the PPTA, which served as basis for the RIPP dated December 2012. The updated census 
started in May 2017, completed until June2017 about 205 questionnaires, and will be finalized 
in December 2017. The results of this updated survey will in general simplify the 
implementation of the resettlement activities in an effective and efficient manner, and in 
particular be used for (i) describing impact and baseline situation of AHs, (ii) categorizing AHs 
(vulnerability, others), (iii) profiling APs for mitigation measures (livelihood support, AP 
profiles for job opportunities, training requirements, etc.), and (iv) others 

• LIVELIHOOD SUPPORT: Nothing to report for the reporting period.  First, the income restoration 
and rehabilitation component will have to be updated and upgraded. However, in general, the 
livelihood programs will have to be closely monitored, as they intend to maintain or improve 
the quality of life for APs. 

Chapter 4 - Grievance Redress Mechanism 

The GRM procedures for land acquisition and compensation are integrated into the land 
acquisition process as defined by the Land Acquisition Act 2034 (1977), and are composed of 5 
steps, viz. (1) The Beginning, (2) Initial Process, (3) Notice to Acquisition, (4) Compensation, 
Eligibility and Procedure, and (5) Grievance Addressal. The GRM for non-land related issues are 
aiming at mutual agreements among complainants first at village, district and/or municipal levels. 
At all levels the active involvement of the Project proponent, THL is possible. Only if no 
satisfactory solution can be agreed and implemented, further steps at administrative higher level 
might be necessary leading to the ministerial or national levels as latest options. Two specific 
complaints occurred: 

• Two committees, namely “Hydropower Direct Affected Area Concerned Committee” and 
“Direct Concerned Reservoir Are Conservation Committee” had on behalf of reservoir relate 
APs submitted a 26-point demand letter over compensation rate for land acquisition in the 
inundation area to THL, on 20 November 2016. Through a sequence of interactions between 
11 January 2017 and 12 March 2017 final agreement led to the provision of more details on 
compensation rate, compensation for partial land remaining and unidentified impacts, 
additional compensation for landless persons, and skill training plan and THL’s recent 
discussion with the APs. For one unsettled item of compensation rates for land the grievance 
procedures suggest APs to submit an official grievance to Ministry of Home. The CDC was 
closed, but would be reconvened, should this ministry have concluded that the compensation 
rate needs to be re-determined.  

• THL with its ESMU team held a consultation meeting on 25 May 2017 with newly elected 
Mayor, Deputy Mayor of Vyas and Bhimad Municipality, Chairperson and Vice Chairperson 
of Myagde and Rising Rural Municipality. THL informed about latest progress of the Project, 
and emphasized on formation of Local Consultative Forum (LCF). THL also consulted with 
APs, along with CDO, Chief of Vyas Municipality and project affected Ward Chairperson of 
Vyas Municipality - 5 regarding the case filled at district court against THL by an AP 
concerning the access road from Chapaghat to the Seti Bridge. 

The THL Project site office registers the grievances raised by APs and not affected people. An 
updated list of grievances will be prepared and included in the 2nd SSMR of the coming reporting 
period. ESMU is regularly addressing them as far as possible. In relation to private complaints, 
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THL and/or ESMU staff regularly consulted district line agencies (District Administrative Office, 
District Forest Office, District Education Office, District Land Revenue Office, District Land 
Measurement Office, Office of Vyas Municipality etc.,). The registered private grievances mainly 
cover mainly (i) not counted trees, (ii) remaining land less than one Ropani, (iii) possible impact 
of reservoir to remaining land, (iv) disturbance on school and water logging problem; and (v) pre-
construction works along access roads and at camp site.  

Chapter 5 - Consultation and Participation 

A Project specific stakeholder engagement process has not been defined. The land acquisition 
and compensation communication channels are (i) embedded in the formal procedures of 
authorities, (ii) applied cultural ways of exchanging information at various local level, and (iii) are 
in the range of confidential individual and published (announced) interchange between 
stakeholders. However, having participative planning in mind for livelihood restoration planning 
and community based development, a stakeholder mapping seems appropriate and the 
preparation of a stakeholder engagement matrix helpful. This will be among the priority tasks of 
ESMSP after his mobilization. 

ESMU is regularly conducting consultative activities including informal and formal discussions and 
meeting with APs, district line agencies, local representative and concerned committees. An 
updated list of consultation events will be prepared and included in the 2nd SSMR of the coming 

reporting period. Consultations are conducted with stakeholders throughout the pre-construction 
phase including the reporting period. It serves ESMU to understand concerns of APs and 
communities, and to elicit their suggestions on the Project in a regular and transparent manner. 
All relevant aspects of Project planning in general and resettlement planning in particular were 
discussed. Consultations paid higher attention to displaced population to understand their 
concerns and suggestions with regard to their expected types of impacts and possible mitigation 
measures. Particular attention has been paid to the disadvantaged or vulnerable groups (AHs 
below poverty line, the landless families, elderly and female heads of AHs, and those AHs without 
legal land title). The community consultation in the Project area mainly focus on (i) compensation 
(determination procedure, evaluation criteria/basis and rates, and distribution procedure), 
(ii) people grievance on compensation, (iii) additional assistance, (iv) reinstatement of affected 
community properties, (v) livelihood restoration and enhancement provision for displaced and 
vulnerable people, and (vi) possible community support program to affected people. 

The Project information is disseminated through the Information Centers of THL, local media 
(newspaper and FM radio) as well as national media. The topics include mainly entitlements, 
project impact, compensation payment schedule and process. THL has already established two 
Public Information Centers (PICs), one integrated into the THL Project site office and one in 
Rinsing Patan. They are operated by ESMU full-time staff to provide Project related information 
to AHs and other key stakeholders. The PICs are responsible for informing through local 
communication means affected villagers and communes, but also the public in general about the 
Project and its social safeguard aspects.  

Chapter 6 - Other Activities 

The project team facilitated regularly project site visits of different teams including the ADB Review 
Mission. In general, site visits serve various purposes and does include beside land acquisition 
and compensation also public consultation or technical coordination meetings as well as 
verification of the grievance situation. There are no other significant activities to report. 
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Chapter 7 - Conclusion 

The current pre-construction phase related status can be summarized as follows: 

• The preparatory construction work show different levels of completion, viz. (i) the sub-station 
has been completed, (ii) the access road has been completed except the last portion until the 
location of the tailrace outlet, and (ii) the establishment of the camp facilities are showing 
satisfying progress. 

• Social safeguard activities are following principles as agreed in the Project’s Resettlement 
Framework. THL puts its emphasis on acquisition of assets (land, structures, trees) and 
payments of compensation to AHs for their loss of assets and related allowances. It is 
expected that other social safeguard aspects will get the necessary attention during 2nd half 
2017 and more intensively in 2018.  

• The appointment of the ESMSP is underway. Important tasks with priorities will be the 
preparation of (i) an Income Restoration and Rehabilitation Plan, (ii) a Stakeholder 
Engagement Plan including communication strategies, (iii) a Community Development Plan, 
and (iv) thematic and map based preparation of baseline and impact survey data.  

The currently applied resettlement plan document is the RIPP prepared as part of the PPTA and 
based on a land requirement assessment and socio-economic surveys conducted in 2011 and 
2012. As the Project is in its pre-construction phase and THL started already in 2012 with the land 
acquisition and compensation payments, there is a need to prepare a pre-construction phase 
related Updated RIPP. This has also been stated in the Aide Memoire of the ADB Review Mission 
in March 2017. 

The next semi-annual report for the period July to December 2017 will update the status as 
described in this SSMR, and also put more attention to (i) skill development training, (ii) census 
survey, (iii) consultation and information dissemination, (iv) affected community structures, and 
(v) rural development. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope of Report 

This Social Safeguard Monitoring Report (SSMR) is the report documenting social safeguards 
aspects only. It covers with the period from January to June the first half of the year 2017 as the 
reporting period. However, there was already a social safeguard monitoring report prepared for 
the previous reporting period (July to December 2016).  

This SSMR has its focus on preparatory construction works along the access roads, camp site, 
sub-station as well as reservoir and dam area of the pre-construction phase, as they required high 
attention during this 1st half year of 2017 combined with the efforts of THL to achieve progress on 
land acquisition and compensation, which is partly a precondition for the Project’s construction 
phase. This SSMR will also include the topics consultation, grievances redress mechanisms, 
status of restoration of livelihood of the affected households (AHs). 

1.2 Brief Project Description 

1.2.1  Project Area 

The Project area covers two municipalities (Vyas and Bhimad) two rural municipalities (Myagde 
and Rising). The Vyas Municipality, Damauli city as district headquarter of Tanahu district, is a 
major urban settlement. Because of a recent administrative reform in Nepal, there are those 
changes towards two municipalities and two rural municipalities covering the Project area 
compared with former one Municipality and eight VDCs. The detail comparison is made in Table 
1. 

Table 1: Administrative Areas of the Project 

SN Present Local Level 
Present 
ward No. 

Previous Local Body Previous Ward No. 

1 Vyas Municipality  5 Vyas Municipality  7 

2 Bhimad  
Municipality  

5 Risingranipokhari VDC  9 

Majhkot VDC  9 

Samunbhagabatipur VDC  2 

6 Bhimad VDC  1 

3 Rising Rural 
Municipality  

1 Kahushivapur VDC  3 

6 Kotdarbar VDC  1 

7 Kotdarbar VDC  2 & 7 

8 Risingranipokhari VDC  7 & 8 

4 Myagde Rural 
Municipality 

1 Jamune Bhanjyan VDC  1 

2 Jamune Bhanjyan VDC  4 & 5 

3 Jamune Bhanjyan VDC  6 

4 Chhang VDC  2 & 4 

5 Chhang VDC  7 & 8 

1.2.1  Technical Features 

The Tanahu Hydropower Project ("the Project") is replacing the former Upper Seti Hydropower 
Project. It a storage type hydropower project with an installed capacity of 140MW, and an 
estimated average annual energy generation of 587.7 GWh (Years 1–10) and 489.9 GWh (Year 
11 onwards). The Project site is situated on Seti River, near Damauli, the district capital of Tanahu 
District.  
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The main components of the Project are a 140m high concrete gravity dam with a crest length of 
210m on the Seti River and a reservoir with a total surface area of 7.26 km2 at FSL at an elevation 
of 415m. The waterway consists of a 7.4 m diameter by 1,203 m long headrace tunnel on the right 
bank for the river. A 190 m long tailrace tunnel will discharge the tail water back into the Seti River. 
An underground powerhouse (97m long, 27m wide and 46m high) will be constructed 6 km (along 
the river course) downstream of the dam. Two permanent and primary access roads (totaling 7.3 
km) and several temporary and secondary access roads will provide required access to the 
Project area. Temporary facilities include contractor's camps, equipment and maintenance yard, 
office areas, project staff's camp area etc. The reservoir will extend about 25 km upstream 
inundating the low-lying lands (415 m) along the Seti River. The Project will also include Rural 
Electrification and Transmission Lines component. A new 220 kV double circuits TL will evacuate 
the generated power to the new Bharatpur Substation. The length of the transmission line corridor 
is 37 km. In addition the Project will supply replacing and new rural infrastructure and a rural 
electrification. The features of the Project are shown in Figure 1.  

The Project is co-funded by Asian Development Bank (ADB), Japan International Cooperation 
Agency (JICA) and European Investment Bank (EIB). Loan agreement for an amount of $150 
million was signed with ADB on February 21, 2013. Similarly, a loan agreement for an amount of 
$183 million was signed with JICA on March 13, 2013 and a third loan agreement with European 
Investment Bank (EIB) on May 7, 2013 for an amount of $70 million, which was further increased 
to $85 million.  

The ADB and EIB loans will be used for the construction of head works, rural electrification, 
transmission line, whereas the loan of JICA is allocated for the construction of a tunnel, 
powerhouse, supply and installation of hydro-mechanical and electro-mechanical equipment. 
Funds from GoN and NEA will be used for the pre-construction infrastructures. The Project’s 
schedules the commencement of the construction work for 1st quarter 2018 and expects 
completion in 2023. 

1.2.2  Institutional Aspects 

Tanahu Hydropower Limited (THL), as a subsidiary company of Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA), 
is the executing agency (EA) of the Project. THL has established its Environment and Social 
Safeguard Management Unit (ESMU) to address social and environment safeguard issues. 
ESMU will has full time, qualified, and experienced staff to deal with social and environmental 
safeguard issues of the Project and to ensure, that all safeguard plans are diligently implemented. 
Before the reporting period one sociologist and one communication expert were already recruited. 
From three bridging experts the social safeguard specialist has been contracted by THL in June 
2017, whereas the environmental safeguard specialist and fisheries specialist will be contracted 
in July 2017, all with a completion of their assignments by end of December 2017.  

The recruitment of the Environmental and Social Management Service Provider (ESMSP) is 
under process. Under ESMU, the ESMSP will be recruited to cooperate with THL on planning, 
preparing, implementing and monitoring environmental and social safeguard activities and 
measures. ESMSP will work directly with the EA and implementing agencies (IAs), alongside with 
the Project Supervision Consultant (SPC). Under the responsible supervision and overall direction 
of the THL’s Managing Director and the ESMU Chief, ESMSP will be in charge of the 
implementation of the environmental and social safeguards. ESMSP will address the technical 
requirements, planning and design aspects, provide support to Project managing and supervising 
team members, and will also technically leading the monitoring activities. In this context it should 
be noted that THL has contracted Lahmeyer International in association with Manitoba Hydro. 
International, Canada (“the Consultant”) as Project Supervision Consultant (PSC) for project 
supervision works during preconstruction and construction phases as well as for the first 5 years 
of the operation phase.
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Figure 1: THP Features 
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2. PROJECT STATUS 

2.1 Project Implementation 

The Project’s history starts in 1999 with first studies followed by a PPTA and in parallel 
engineering design and tender document preparation until 2015. The loan agreement between 
Government of Nepal and Asian Development Bank was signed on 22 April 2013 and became 
effective on 29 August 2014. Therefore the first date can be taken as the start of the ongoing pre-
construction phase, which is approaching its completion in 2018. A detailed schedule of Project 
overall activities and specific LARC activities will be provided in the next reporting period, taking 
then the content of a Draft Updated RIPP (Pre-Construction Phase) into account, and therefore 
avoiding duplication of work in this topic. 

2.2 Project Monitoring Activities 

The monitoring & evaluation (M&E) activities of THL concerned: 

• Internal monitoring through ESMU on (i) land acquisition procedures in the reservoir area, 
and (ii) compensation payment starting for the reservoir area and completing for the 
camp/access road; and 

• External monitoring through the independent NGO “Rural Empowerment Society Damauli 
Tanahun Nepal (RESDTN)” on compensation payment verification and applied procedures 
both concerning the access road and camp area. 

2.3 M&E Implementation Schedule 

See Section 2.1. This will include M&E activities. 

3. MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

The monitoring of social safeguard activities has been conducted through internal and external 
monitoring.   

THL staff and its ESMU both in Kathmandu and at Project site performed the internal monitoring 
with focus on valuation of the land and distribution of the compensation to the APs. They have 
also been involved in the implementation of the resettlement activities in accordance with the 
RIPP. The internal monitoring also verifies consultation, livelihood restoration, and effectiveness 
of the grievance redressed mechanism. Starting with the 2nd half of 2017 PSC will support ESMU 
in its efforts on internal monitoring. 

External monitoring will be carried out in two ways, (i) a regular independent review through a 
social safeguard expert as member of a Panel of Expert, and (ii) through an on-request contracting 
of independent monitoring organizations, as it has been applied for the verification of 
compensation matters of 150 AHs along the access road and in the camp site (see Section 3.2.4)  

3.1 Performance Monitoring 

The Project’s verification on scheduled activities and comparing them with actually performed 
activities is termed performance monitoring. Review of the status of activities will not only have to 
document the current status, but also to explain reasons for the status and to adjust the schedule 
if necessary. The Project currently documents in a descriptive way the social safeguard activities 
and mitigation measures, so that corrective planning can be considered in the next revised 
schedule of social safeguard activities followed by their implementation. The next SSMR will 
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include a schedule comparing planned with actually executed activities to allow a better overview 
and interpretation about the performance status of social safeguard activities.  

3.1.1  Pre-construction Phase Activities 

This section provides an overview about the performed activities of THL on land acquisition and 
compensation (LAC). 

A. Construction of Access Road  

The construction progress of the 3.3 km access road from the RCC Bridge towards powerhouse 
access tunnel and further to the tailrace outlet, and the 3.2 km access road from Chapaghat to 
the Seti bridge area is about 70%.  

B. Construction Power Sub-Station 33/11 kV  

A 33/11 kV sub-station is under construction nearby the camp site. A 6/8 MVA power transformer 
and its accessories were delivered at site and are in the phase of installation. 33 kV and 11 kV 
panel boards were fitted on control room. Around 90 percent conductor stringing work of the 11 kV 
line is completed. Gantry tower and 33 kV bay extensions work at Damauli substation are ongoing. 
About 87% of the construction work have been completed.  

C. Construction of Camp Facilities 

As of June 2017, the construction has progressed up to 35%. All together 33 buildings (2 office 
buildings for employer and consultants, 2 residential building of type A, 12 residential building of 
type B, 10 residential building of type C, 2 dormitories, 1 guest house, 1 health post, 2 restaurants 
and 1 guard house) are to be constructed as camp facilities. 
  

Photo Documentation – No.1: Pre-construction works 

  

 

D. Payments of Compensation and Other Support 

Various types of payments to AHs have been made in the reporting period adding to 503 cases 
and totaling to an amount of NRs 441,504,685.16 equivalent to rounded $4,228,952. Type of 
payments, recipients, amounts and dates as shown in Table 2, whereas details are listed in 
Annexes 1 to 6.
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Table 2: Overview of Payments to AHs 

Type of Payment 

Made during 1st half of the Year 2017 

AHs Amount 

[no] [NRs] 

Camp Site 

Additional assistance for displaced people 24 5,160,000.00 

Subtotal Camp 24 5,160,000.00 

Reservoir 

Additional assistance for displaced people 30 6,450,000.00 

Extra allowance for non-titleholder (landless AHs) 11 4,400,000.00 

Compensation for structures (primary) and sub-structures 
(secondary) 

49 49,821,163.35 

Compensation for trees 74 3,516,420.23 

Compensation for land 315 372,157,101.58 

Subtotal Reservoir 479 436,344,685.16 

Total 
503 441,504,685.16 

Cases Amount 

Total land to be acquired in reservoir covers an area of 696.4 ha split into 62.1 ha private land 
owned by 336 AHs and 634.3 ha public land. The related progress is shown in Table 3. In addition 
to compensation, other entitlements as additional assistance have been distributed to displaced 
people and non-titleholders. A total of 38 AHs in the reservoir area are permanently displaced. 
The additional allowances for these AHs includes housing displacement allowance, rental 
allowance and transfer of material allowance. In addition to that allowances, an extra allowance 
has also been provided to 11 non-titleholder at a unit rate of NRs. 400,000 equivalent to about 
$3,886. Other support for vulnerable and/or indigenous people are depending on the results of 
the ongoing socio-economic census of the AHs. 

Table 3: Land Acquisition and Compensation Achievements made for the Reservoir Area 

SN Category Quantity Unit Progress 

1 Private land: Area     

Area acquired  62.1 

[ha] 62% Area compensated   38.6 

Area to be compensated 23.5 

2 Private land: Plots     

Plots acquired  523 

[no] 60% Plots compensated 315 

Plots to be compensated 108 

3 Compensation amount including allowance    

Total 645,818,030 

[NRs] 68% Paid 441,504,684 

To be paid 204,313,346 

4 Affected households     

Total 336 

[no] 72% Compensated 242 

To be compensated 94 

The pre-construction works are at different completion levels as shown in Table 4. The access 
roads, THL camp, and sub-station are completed with remaining support for vulnerable and 
indigenous people. Concerning the reservoir area, the determination of the compensation 
calculation has been completed with ongoing payments. For most of the further access roads and 
both site installation and deposit areas, final land requirements will have to be decided at the 
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beginning stage of the construction phase depending mainly on proposed and finally chosen 
alignments as proposed by the contractors design. Others will be managed by THL as pre-
construction related land requirements.  

Table 4: Resettlement Status of Preparatory Pre-Construction Works 

SN Item 
Status 

Completed Ongoing 

1 THL campsite and 
access roads 
(7.7ha, 150 HHs) 

➢ Determination of compensation 
rate;; 

➢ Distribution of compensation of 
structure, land and tress (100%) 

➢ Distribution of displacement 
allowance (100%); and 

➢ Payment verification by NGO. 

➢ Vulnerable allowance; and 
➢ Skill development training. 

2 Reservoir area 
including dam 
(62 ha, 336 HHs) 

➢ Determination of compensation. ➢ Distribution of 
compensation of structure, 
land and tress (70% based 
on number of affected 
HHs); 

➢ Distribution of displacement 
allowance (83%); 

➢ Additional assistance to 
non-titleholder (80%); 

➢ Vulnerable allowance; and 
➢ Skill development training 

3 Access roads  ➢ Under the process of final site inspections, then 
➢ Detailed measurement surveys to be done. 
➢ Most access roads will require first design by the civil contractor 

expected during the first stage of the construction phase, before 
starting with verifications, site inspections, DMS and formal la 
acquisition. 

4. Installation site and 
disposal areas 

E. Income Restoration and Rehabilitation 

Among the first tasks of the ESMSP will be the preparation of a detailed Income Restoration and 
Rehabilitation Plan although this component is at its very initial stage, there are the following items 
to be documented. 

E-1 Skill Development Training   

During the reporting period the preparation of a first vocational training for 60 AHs started. This is 
at its preparatory stage, so that details about the actual completed preparation, planning and first 
training will be reported in the next SSMR. 

THL requested the Rural Training Centre (RCT), a training wing of the Council for Technical 
Education and Vocational Training (CTEVT) Bhimad to submit proposals for conducting certified 
level-1 skill development training to APs. RTC has forwarded technical and financial proposals to 
THL. The training will focus on following areas:  

• Building electricity; 

• Masonry; 

• Plumbing; 

• Off-season vegetable production; and 

• Community livestock assistance.  

The skill development training will support the APs for their livelihood restoration and 
enhancement. The area of training can be modified during the course of the training component 
also reacting on demands of participating APs. The priority for placement in training will be given 
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to AHs in general, and considering in particular permanently displaced people, vulnerable and 
indigenous people during selection of participants. THL Board has approved a first-phase based 
training for 60 participants.  

E-2 Current Livelihood Situations   

It should be noted that no AH had experienced a forced loss of income, access to income sources 
or other source of livelihood, as they were permitted to use their compensated assets as long as 
possible until actual use of the acquired land along the access road and camp site. This applies 
to a much bigger scale and extent to AHs of the reservoir area, where the APs can use the land, 
houses and trees, for which they received already their preferred in-cash compensation, over the 
coming years in agreement with THL, so that there is no immediate adverse impacts on their 
livelihood. Thus, AHs have actually and individual flexibility how and when to react on the known 
changes.  

3.1.2  Construction Phase Activities 

Nothing to report. 

3.2 Compliance Monitoring 

The Project’s need to check on the satisfactory implementation of agreed activities termed 
Compliance Monitoring. Routine information gathered which showed non-compliance would be 
expected to result in clarification between the project partners for further implementation of agreed 
activities. 

3.2.1  Legal and Policy Requirements 

The Project follows and applies the Nepali laws and ADB regulations as compiled in the Project’s 
Resettlement Framework. However, the below items are listed because of their relevance 
occurring during the reporting period.   

A. Environmental Protection Rules 1997 

As per Environmental Protection Act and Rules 1997 of Nepal, an Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) is required for the THP and an Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) for the 
Transmission Line. The GoN approved this EIA for hydropower generation system in August 2009 
and the IEE for the 220 kV transmission line along Seti (Damauli)-Bharatpur in June 2010. 
However, supplementary EIA and IEE became necessary because of the grouping of the THP in 
a different category caused by the increased electricity production of 140 MW. Therefore, 
additional fieldwork was carried during the reporting period. Final supplementary reports are 
expected in the coming 2nd half of 2017 so that any finding of relevance for resettlement planning 
will be included in the social safeguard monitoring. 

B. Land Acquisition Act, 1977, GoN 

The Land Acquisition Act (1977, as amended 1993) guides the compulsory acquisition of land. 
The GoN can acquire land at any place and in any quantity by giving compensation pursuant to 
the Act for the land acquired for any public purpose(s) or for operation of any development project 
initiated by GoN institutions (Section 3 and 4). Following this act a Compensation Determination 
Committee (CDC) needs to be established for land acquisition and compensation unit fixation 
under the chairmanship of Chief District Officer (CDO) of Tanahu District. To assist this main 
committee, a sub-committee led by the Assistant Chief District Officer, Tanahu District has also 
been formed comprising representatives from THL, District Land Revenue Office, District Survey 
Office, District Development Committee, District Agriculture Office, district technical offices and 
local governmental bodies from Vyas Municipality and former 8 VDCs. This sub-committee has 
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verified the private land, structures and trees to be acquired. Based on its recommendation made 
by sub- committee, the CDC of Tanahu District has fixed the compensation rate of land of 
reservoir area on 7 February 2017 (see Annex 11). 

3.2.2  Social Safeguard Covenants 

The covenants to the financing agreement with ADB will be complied by THL during 
implementation of the project, as shown in Annex 12. 

3.2.3  Resettlement Planning Requirements 

THL follows strictly the RIPP related areas of compensation and mitigation measures. This will be 
verified through the Draft Updated RIPP Pre-Construction Phase to be finalized in the 1st quarter 
2018.  

ESMU has drafted preliminary thematic areas for resettlement planning to put the ongoing 
resettlement activities in a wider guiding perspective. 

Table 5: Preliminary Resettlement Planning Guidance 

Planning Requirements Possible Parameters 

Subject of review and detailed preparation of M&E approach 

Adopting resettlement document • Review of RIPP  

• Adopt policy objective/principle in light of legal framework  

• Devise corrections to the RIPP  

• Review, approval and concurrence by ADB/JICA/EIB  

Socio-economic survey  • Designing survey 

• Field survey and collection of data  

• Computerization of field data  

• Data analysis and report generation  

Identification of Affected People 
(AP) 

• Collection of APs’ data  

• Photographing of APs  

• Issuance of ID cards 

Valuation of affected assets  • Formation of CDC  

• Planning for valuation  

• Communication and collection of data and reporting 

• Others 

Additional support to AHs • Higher unit rates for assets than both the official ones and 
even the current market values 

• Additional support payment for landless AHs 

• Others 

Displaced Affected Households 
(AHs) 

• Motivation of AHs  

• Consultation and participation with AHs  

• Preferred type of compensation 

• Others 

Information disclosure  • Distribute information                                        

• Prepare means such as brochure/leaflets/posters  

• Establishing personal contacts  

• Public consultation meetings, focus group discussion, etc. 

• Other formal and informal meetings  
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Planning Requirements Possible Parameters 

Subject of review and detailed preparation of M&E approach 

Grievance Redress Mechanisms 
(GRM)  

• Formation of committees and nomination of members  

• Number of submitted complaints 

• Content of received complaints 

• Disposing of complaints 

• Assisting in finding agreed solutions  

Supervision and Management • Supply of manpower and logistics 

• Liaison with NEA and other agencies 

• Computerized management information system 

• Administrative management 

• Resettlement budget planning and management 

M&E Reporting • Monthly and Quarterly Internal M&E report 

• Semi-Annual Social Safeguard Monitoring reports 

• Specific Panel of Expert Reports 

• Specific independent Due Diligence Report 

3.2.4  Independent Compensation Payment Verification through NGO 

THL has hired the local NGO “Rural Empowerment Society Damauli Tanahu, Nepal (RESDTN)” 
for compensation payment verification made by THL. The purpose of this due diligence is on 
verifying land acquisition procedures in general and payments in particular for the camp site and 
access road, which concerns the compensation distribution to 150 AHs It takes also into review 
the PAM prescribed eligibility criteria for reimbursement specifically, (i)  expected productive 
value, (ii) the suitability of land market conditions, (iii) the adequacy of administrative 
arrangements and fund channeling, (iv) the risk profile of the transaction, and (v) the soundness 
of the monitoring and evaluation arrangements.  

Extract from the “Tanahu Hydropower Project. Final Report on Verification of Compensation 
Payment for the Campsite and Access Road of Tanahu Hydropower Project; by Rural 
Empowerment Society Damauli Tanahu in cooperation with Tanah Hydropower Limited; 
September 2017”, Section F-8 Summary, the key findings derived from site visit and 
discussion with different stakeholders can be cited as follows: 

• Compensation rate for the affected assets was fixed by the Compensation Determination 
Committee (CDC) chaired by the Chief District Officer (CDO) in accordance to the process   
as stipulated in Land Acquisition Act 1977; 

• Compensation rate was fixed on replacement cost calculating the local market price, type of 
land and other assets, location of land, Government rate and consultation with local 
community including the affected households of each location; 

• Each and every affected households were given opportunity to share their realistic opinion 
while fixing the land price; 

• A final fixation rate for compensation was submitted to CDO for approval only after consensus 
of each affected households; 

• Affected households were made aware about the total compensation they were entitled for. 

• The displaced households were found satisfied with compensation they received from the 
project; 

• Project or the Government did not deduct any tax or registration fees from the amount 
compensated to displaced households; 

• Displaced households were given full opportunity to express their opinion on the 
compensation rate and submit their grievances with regard to acquisition and compensation. 
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• The compensation payment and receipt process were carried out appropriately as per the 
predetermined procedure set by the CDC; and 

• The households having impact on their structures have been found shifted to their new 
houses constructed after receiving compensation from the project. 

Furthermore, the following conclusion and recommendations are cited from this report’s Section 
H:  

• The payment verification shows that compensation for land acquisition and relocation costs 
has been distributed to 150 HHs in access road and campsite area. In addition, all total 28 
displaced families have received the relocation allowances in the form of housing 
displacement allowance, rental allowance and transfer of materials allowance as provisioned 
in RIPP; 

• It is verified that the compensation payment to all affected HHs was distributed in a 
transparent way. The key entitlement provisions for compensation were replacement rates 
while compensating for land and structures and for the loss of crops and trees etc. The 
compensation rate was determined as replacement cost based on negotiation with the 
affected households. As the due considerations were given to the government rate, the 
prevalent market rate and the expected rate of the APs along with the consensus from the 
local political parties while determining the compensation rate, the compensation rate of 
acquired land seems to be high in comparison to expected productive value and is suitable 
in accordance to local market conditions. The entire acquisition and compensation activities 
was processed through involvement of multi sector stakeholders (e.g. District Administration 
Office, District Land Survey Office, District Land Revenue Office and other district and local 
level representing institutions etc.) and closely observed by the civic society of project 
affected areas and local journalists; 

• The grievance redress mechanism was followed in accordance to the provision made in Land 
Acquisition Act 1977. Almost all displaced households have been resettled in the same area 
and those who have received relatively heavy compensation have also been found 
maintaining their settlement even beyond the project districts as additional assets. The entire 
acquisition process has followed the existing administrative arrangements and fund 
channeling mechanism. Any transaction related risks are not likely to arise as the entire 
acquisition and compensation was supported by sound monitoring and evaluation 
arrangements from the District Administration Office with the support of other relevant 
stakeholders; 

• The compensation payment to affected HHs for land acquisition and resettlement costs in 
access road camp site area made before the loan effectiveness date but not earlier than 12 
months before the loan signing date was NRs. 392,892,367.36, which is found to be eligible 
for Retroactive Financing from the ADB as provisioned in the Amendment to loan agreement 
dated 08 September 2016. Further, the compensation payment as relocation allowances to 
displaced HHs after the date of loan effectiveness was NRs. 6,020,000, which is found to be 
eligible for Normal Financing from the ADB as provisioned in the loan agreement dated 22 
April 2013. Hence, the total amount of compensation payment eligible to be reimbursement 
from ADB amounts to NRs. 398,912,367.36 (USD 3,871,432.14 as of Exchange Rate of 06 
July 2017); and 

• As all the key reimbursement related eligibility criteria as set forth in Project Administrative 
Manual (PAM) and the amendment to loan agreement for retroactive financing are fulfilled 
and other requirements of RIPP and ADB safeguard Policy Statement are compiled, it is 
recommended that ADB should make reimbursement of total amount of NRs. 398,912,367.36 
to THL as compensation payment made to affected HHs for land acquisition and resettlement 
costs in the access road and camp site area. 
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3.3 Impact and Mitigation Monitoring 

3.3.1  Need for Data and Information Collection 

In general, the added need for the Project to know what effects the various activities are having 
during implementation is termed impact monitoring. These effects are mostly determined by 
comparing information with that of the pre-project situation. Where this existing information is not 
readily available, either specific surveys have and will be undertaken or secondary data are to be 
collected in order for more rational planning to be done.  

With time, quantitative and qualitative information and data gathered during the pre-construction 
and construction phases and during operation (post-construction) will be used to compare with 
this original baseline situation as a means of determining the level of impact. In addition, a 
comparison will be required of the Project effects compared with areas and people that fall outside 
the Project’s direct influence. These comparisons (baseline-referenced and with-without Project) 
are both described as evaluation. 

In the context of this SSMR an indicative list of thematic areas for monitoring with focus on AHs 
could include the listed items among others: 

• Basic information on APs; 

• Living standards; 

• Restoration of livelihoods   

• Levels of satisfaction; and 

• Other impacts.  

This list served ESMU only as an initial reporting orientation, to notice that this 1st SSMR cannot 
cover this as it requires the results and findings from the ongoing socio-economic census of the 
AHs. In addition it will require a detailed review during the preparation of a sound M&E approach 
through ESMSP in cooperation with ESMU and guiding support by PSC. 

3.3.2  Project Impacts 

As per RIPP dated 2012, the Project requires 112 ha private land for construction of access road, 
camp site and reservoir area. A total of 758 households will be affected including 86 households 
being permanently displaced of which some are non-titleholder. The detail of project impacts, 
including vulnerability are given in Table 6 and 7.   

In this context should be noted that the RIPP will be updated based on review of data and 
information during 4th quarter 2017 and preparing the Draft Updated RIPP Pre-Construction 
Phase in the 1st quarter 2018.   

Table 6: Project Information 

Topic and Items 
Quantity 

[no.] 

Resettlement impact  

Total affected land  112ha 

Total affected households (AHs)  758 

Loss of livelihood 

Note: The PPTA surveyed the 608 out of 758 AHs 

Households losing agricultural income from farming their own land  406 
608 

Agricultural laborers  4 
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Topic and Items 
Quantity 

[no.] 

Livestock  7 

Other source of income  191 

Vulnerable Affected Households 
Note: The PPTA surveyed 608 which includes 502 vulnerable AHs   

AHs below poverty line 1 

502 Female headed AH  60 

Others (elderly, disabled, indigenous APs )  441 

Affected Structures   

Affected main structure  72 

80 Affected main structures and other structures  5 

Affected residential land and structure  3 

Affected Trees/Crops   

Fruit Trees  2,158 
4,776 

Furniture trees  2,618 

Table 7: Detail on Vulnerability Status of the Affected People   

Vulnerability Status 
Number 

[no.] 
Percentage 

[%] 

Dalit  19 3.13 

Dalit + Below Poverty Line  1 0.16 

Dalit+ Marginal Farmer  1 0.16 

Disabled  1 0.16 

Disabled+ Elderly  1 0.16 

Elderly 14 2.30 

Female headed household  8 1.32 

Female Headed Household + Dalit  1 0.16 

Female headed household + Indigenous People  48 7.89 

Female headed household + Indigenous People + Elderly  9 1.48 

Female Headed Household + Indigenous People + Elderly +  

Below poverty Line  
1 0.16 

Female headed household+ Disabled  1 0.16 

Female headed household+ Elderly  2 0.33 

Indigenous People  328 53.95 

Indigenous People + Disabled  9 1.48 

Indigenous People + Elderly  45 7.40 

Indigenous People + Female headed household + Disabled  1 0.16 

Indigenous People + Marginal Farmer + Below Poverty Line  2 0.33 

Indigenous People + Marginal Farmer  9 1.48 

Indigenous People + Marginal Farmer + Below Poverty Line + Elderly 1 0.16 

None 106 17.43 

Total 
Note: The PPTA surveyed 608 out of 758 AHs 

608 100% 
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3.3.2  Census Survey 

The checklist and questionnaire for the census survey of AHs have jointly been prepared by 
ESMU, its contracted specialists and the Nepal Resident Mission of ADB. The socio-economic 
census of the AHs in 2017 will update the survey of AHs conducted in 2011/12 during the PPTA 
which served as basis to prepare the RIPP dated December 2012. The updated census started 
in May 2017, completed until June 205 questionnaires, and will be finalized in December 2017. 
The results of this updated survey will in general simplify the implementation of the resettlement 
activities in an effective and efficient manner, and in particular be used for (i) describing impact 
and baseline situation of AHs, (ii) categorizing AHs (vulnerability, others), (iii) profiling APs for 
mitigation measures (livelihood support, AP profiles for job opportunities, training requirements, 
etc.), and (iv) others. 

3.4 Livelihood Support 

Nothing to report for the reporting period.  

First, the income restoration and rehabilitation component will have to be updated and upgraded. 
However, in general, the livelihood programs will have to be closely monitored, as they intend to 
maintain or improve the quality of life for APs. The SSMRs will have to highlight and discuss the 
nature and scope of the livelihood restoration programs. This will have to include overview about 
eligible participating people, expected and occurring benefits, and other aspects.  

4. COMPLAINTS AND GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

4.1 Key Steps of GRM 

The GRM procedures for land acquisition and compensation are integrated into the land 
acquisition process as defined by the Land Acquisition Act 2034 (1977). There are five steps not 
including detailed actions and responsible agencies/persons as those ones are provided in the 
Project’s Resettlement Framework: 

• Step I: The Beginning; 

• Step II: Initial Process; 

• Step III: Notice to Acquisition; 

• Step IV: Compensation, Eligibility and Procedure; and 

• Step V: Grievance Addressal. 

The GRM for non-land related issues are aiming at mutual agreements among complainants first 
at village, district and/or municipal levels. At all levels the active involvement of the Project 
proponent, THL is possible. Only if no satisfactory solution can be agreed and implemented, 
further steps at administrative higher level might be necessary leading to the ministerial or national 
levels as latest options. 

4.2 Implementation Status of GRM 

Taking into consideration the range of occurring complaints, below the most significant ones in 
terms of complainants and issues have been included, as they are representing the most frequent 
topics raised. 
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4.2.1  Complaints from two AP Representing Committees 

These complaints have been part of the ADB Review Mission in March, was then followed up 
jointly by ADB Nepal Resident Mission and THL, and documented in the Aide Memoire of this 
mission. 

Two committees, namely “Hydropower Direct Affected Area Concerned Committee” and “Direct 
Concerned Reservoir Are Conservation Committee” had on behalf of reservoir relate APs 
submitted a 26-point demand letter over compensation rate for land acquisition in the inundation 
area to THL, on 20 November 2016. THL provided on 11 January 2017 its responses to each of 
the 26 demands. On 10 February 2017, those two committees issued a press release, stating that 
the compensation rates for land acquisition in the inundation area were not determined in a fair 
and transparent manner. The major concerns raised by the committees are about lack of 
participation of the APs in the CDC and non-satisfactory compensation rate for land. The CDO 
explained to ADB and THL that it formally not possible to invite APs to the CDC as there is no 
legal provision in the land acquisition act. However, the established technical sub-committee 
chaired by assistant CDO had made visits to each and every affected village in the reservoir area 
and conducted discussions including compensation rate from August to November 2016. The 
determination of compensation rates follow formal procedures, and considered market price and 
APs’ request, which are much higher than the government rate. As the APs’ willingness to accept 
and receive compensation and the proven progress on compensation payments made to the APs 
confirms their satisfaction in this matter. Additional consultation took place between CDO, APs 
and concerned local political parties on 1 February 2017 to discuss about the 26 demands, of 
which all were settled except the compensation rate for land. Following grievance procedures, 
the CDO advised APs to submit their grievance to Ministry of Home, should they not be satisfied 
with the rate, which some APs did. The CDC was closed, but would be reconvened, should this 
ministry have concluded that the compensation rate needs to be re-determined. Based on its 
cooperation with ADB’s Nepal Resident Mission, THL sent written responses on the 26 demands 
fulfillment status directly to both concerned committees on 12 March 2017 to provide more details 
on compensation rate, compensation for partial land remaining and unidentified impacts, 
additional compensation for landless persons, and skill training plan and THL’s recent discussion 
with the APs. 

4.2.2  Elected Local Level Representatives 

THL with its ESMU team held a consultation meeting on 25 May 2017 with newly elected Mayor, 
Deputy Mayor of Vyas and Bhimad Municipality, Chairperson and Vice Chairperson of Myagde 
and Rising Rural Municipality. THL informed about latest progress of the Project, and emphasized 
on formation of Local Consultative Forum (LCF). THL also consulted with APs, along with CDO, 
Chief of Vyas Municipality and project affected Ward Chairperson of Vyas Municipality - 5 
regarding the case filled at district court against THL by an AP concerning the access road from 
Chapaghat to the Seti Bridge.  

4.2.3  Local People’s Complaints 

The THL Project site office registers the grievances raised by AHs as well as not affected people. 
An updated list of grievances will be prepared and included in the SSMR of the coming reporting 
period. ESMU is regularly addressing them as far as possible. In relation to private complaints, 
THL and/or ESMU staff regularly consulted the district line agencies (District Administrative Office, 
District Forest Office, District Education Office, District Land Revenue Office, District Land 
Measurement Office, Office of Vyas Municipality etc.,) regarding these issues. The registered 
private grievances mainly cover the following aspects: 
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• Not counted trees;  

• Remaining land less than one ropani; 

• Possible impact of reservoir to remaining land; 

• Disturbance on school and water logging problem; and 

• Pre-construction works along access roads and at camp site.  

 

Photo Documentation – No.2: Impressions from complaints related meetings 

  

5. CONSULTATION AND PARTICIPATION 

5.1 Stakeholder Engagement Process 

A Project specific stakeholder engagement process has not been defined. The land acquisition 
and compensation communication channels are embedded in the formal procedures of 
authorities, defined cultural ways of exchanging information at various local level, and a range of 
confidential individual and published (announced) interchange between stakeholders. 

For the land acquisition and compensation these channels are certainly sufficient and have 
proven satisfactory during the pre-construction phase. However, having participative planning in 
mind for livelihood restoration planning and community based development, a stakeholder 
mapping seems appropriate and the preparation of a stakeholder engagement matrix helpful. This 
will be among the priority tasks of ESMSP after his mobilization. 

5.2 APs’ Communication and Involvement 

ESMU is regularly conducting consultative activities including informal and formal discussions 
and meeting with APs, district line agencies, local representative and concerned committees. 
Consultations are conducted with stakeholders throughout the pre-construction phase including 
the reporting period. It serves ESMU to understand concerns of APs and communities, and to 
elicit their suggestions on the Project in a regular and transparent manner. All relevant aspects of 
Project planning in general and resettlement planning in particular were discussed. Consultations 
paid higher attention to displaced population to understand their concerns and suggestions with 
regard to their expected types of impacts and possible mitigation measures. Particular attention 
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was paid to the disadvantaged or vulnerable groups (AHs below poverty line, the landless 
families, the elderly, female headed AHs, and those without legal land title).  

5.3 Information Disclosure  

The information is disseminated through the Information Centers of THL, local media (newspaper 
and FM radio) as well as national media. The topics include mainly entitlements, project impact, 
compensation payment schedule and process (see Annexes 8 to 12). THL has already 
established two Public Information Centers (PICs), one integrated into the THL Project site office 
and one in Rinsing Patan. They are operated by ESMU full-time staff to provide Project related 
information to AHs and other key stakeholders. The PICs are responsible for informing through 
local communication means affected villagers and communes, but also the public in general about 
the Project and its social safeguard aspects.  

Photo Documentation – No.3: Impressions from consultation and coordination meetings 

  

The Executive Summary of the Draft RIPP has been translated in Nepali and is made available 
to the AHs. Hard copies of the RIPP are also made available at accessible locations (Public 
Information Centre) and later in Offices of the Local Consultative Forum (LCF).   

The RIPP will be implemented in close consultation with the key stakeholders. Women’s and other 
vulnerable group’s participation will be ensured by involving them in public consultation at various 
levels and stages of Project preparation and by arrangements, which would enhance their ability 
to attend such meetings. The EA will ensure that views of any AP related to the resettlement 
process are looked into and addressed. This will be ensured through various communication 
techniques and different types of meetings including also focus group discussion and multi 
stakeholders meetings. All such meetings and consultation will be documented for future 
references.  

6. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

6.1 Project Site Visits 

The project team facilitated different teams (representatives from ADB Country Office, ADB 
Manila Office, ADB Board of Director USA, high level officials of NEA etc.) for community 
consultation in the Project area including dam site, powerhouse site, camp construction site, but 
also for official meeting to District Administrative Office. The community consultation in the Project 
area mainly focus on following issues: 
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• Compensation determination procedure; 

• Compensation evaluation criteria/basis;   

• Compensation rate; 

• Compensation distribution procedure;  

• People grievance on compensation;  

• Additional assistance; 

• Reinstate of affected community properties;  

• Livelihood restoration and enhancement provision for displaced and vulnerable people; and 

• Possible community support program to affected people. 

Photo Documentation – No.4: Impressions from site visit of ADB Review Mission 

  

6.2 Others 

Nothing to report. 

7. CONCLUSION 

7.1 Current Status 

The Project is in its pre-construction phase. The current status can be summarized as follows: 

• The preparatory construction work show different levels of completion, viz. (i) the sub-station 
has been completed, (ii) the access road has been completed except the last portion until the 
location of the tailrace outlet, and (ii) the establishment of the camp facilities are showing 
satisfying progress. 

• Social safeguard activities are following principles as agreed in the Project’s Resettlement 
Framework. THL puts its emphasis on acquisition of assets (land, structures, trees) and 
payments of compensation to AHs for their loss of assets and related allowances. It is 
expected that other social safeguard aspects will get the necessary attention during 2nd half 
2017 and more intensively in 2018.  

• The appointment of the ESMSP is underway. Important tasks with priorities will be the 
preparation of (i) an Income Restoration and Rehabilitation Plan, (ii) a Stakeholder 
Engagement Plan including communication strategies, (iii) a Community Development Plan, 
and (iv) thematic and map based preparation of baseline and impact survey data.  
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7.2 Updating Resettlement Data/Information and Document 

The currently applied resettlement plan document is the RIPP prepared as part of the PPTA and 
based on a land requirement assessment and socio-economic surveys conducted in 2011 and 
2012. As the Project is in its pre-construction phase and THL started already in 2012 with the land 
acquisition and compensation payments until now, there is a need to prepare a pre-construction 
phase related Updated RIPP. This has also been stated in the Aide Memoire of the ADB Review 
Mission from 27 to 31 March 2017. 

7.3 Expected Major Items for Next Reporting Period 

The next semi-annual report for the period July to December 2017 will update the status as 
described in this SSMR, and also put more attention to the following items: 

• Skill development training;  

• Census survey; 

• Consultation and information dissemination; 

• Affected community structure; and 

• Rural development.  


